ABSTRACT

We present Inference Bear (Inference Based On Before And After Snapshots) which lets users build functional graphical user interfaces by demonstration. Inference Bear is the first Programming By Demonstration system based on the abstract inference engine described in [5].

Among other things, Inference Bear lets you align, center, move, resize, create and delete user interface elements by demonstration. Its most notable feature is that it does not use domain knowledge in its inferencing.

INTRODUCTION

We use a technique for demonstrating behavior which is inspired by the “before” and “after” pictures often found in advertisements. Behavior is demonstrated by supplying a Before picture, an After picture and an event that causes the transition from the Before to the After picture. A single example is sufficient for simple behavior, more examples are required to infer more complex behavior.

Snapshots have been used in earlier demonstrational systems, such as [7], which lets the user take snapshots of valid states. Before and After snapshots add sequentiality to the demonstration.

Inference Bear is built on top of two main components. The first component is an abstract demonstrational inference engine [5], the second one is an interactive user interface builder [6]. Consequently, Inference Bear only adds a modest amount of additional code which combines these.

PROGRAMMING BY DEMONSTRATION


All of these systems use by-demonstration techniques but they are not easily compared because they have different goals and use different techniques. Nevertheless, we make an attempt to classify them in Table 1.

The first two columns describe user interface aspects. The first column shows if the system is constantly watching the user during normal operation or if it is explicitly invoked. The advantage of constant watching is that the users do not have to learn anything new to take advantage of the system. Some systems query the user when they make an inference (marked with “Query” in the table), others indicate their inferences by subtly displaying their prediction of what the user is doing next (“Prediction”). The second column describes if the system asks the user for confirmation and clarification after each inference. Any inferencing system will sometimes guess wrong - the clarification dialog gives the user an opportunity to correct and fine-tune inferred behavior. The disadvantage here is that going through this clarification process after every inference can be distracting.

The next two columns make an attempt to measure the capability of the systems. The third column indicates if the prototypes can handle the creation and deletion of graphical objects at run-time. The fourth column indicates to what degree the systems can infer geometric relationships between objects. This classification is inherently subjective because the design goals of these systems are different (for example, Eager does not attempt to infer geometric relationships) and because their capabilities are different (for example, Eager is “stronger” than Inference Bear in being able to deal with repetition, Inference Bear is “stronger” in inferring relationships). We labelled systems which can detect simple relationships such as centering and touching “Low”, systems which can detect more general relationships “Medium” and the most sophisticated systems “High”. This, again, is a crude and necessarily subjective classification.

The remaining columns are concerned with the implementation of the inferencing systems. The fifth column describes
if the system reduces the number of objects that it checks for relationships. Some systems use auxiliary objects such as guide wires to let the user specify the relevant objects and their relationship. Inference Bear limits the number of objects it considers implicitly but not heuristically [5]. The sixth column describes if the inferencing is based on rules or on an algorithm. The advantage of rule-based systems is that they can encode commonly used behavior. The disadvantage is that the rules can sometimes miss even simple relationships while algorithm-based systems can handle all relationships within a certain class. The seventh column describes how previous demonstrations are captured. There are two main approaches towards capturing demonstrations. Event-recording stores the events during a demonstration by the user. Snapshot-taking records a series of states. The last column describes the output of the inferencing process.

### Table 1. Overview of Demonstrational Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Capabilities</th>
<th>Capabilities</th>
<th>Internals</th>
<th>Internals</th>
<th>Internals</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peridot [9] 1987</td>
<td>Yes (Query)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Snapshots</td>
<td>One-Way Constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapidary [10] 1989</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Snapshots</td>
<td>One-Way Constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metamouse [8] 1989</td>
<td>Yes (Prediction)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Explicit(a) (Aux. Objs)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>not applicable</td>
<td>Graphical Procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Druid(b) [13] 1990</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Event Recording</td>
<td>Script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eager [1] 1991</td>
<td>Yes (Prediction)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>not applicable</td>
<td>not applicable</td>
<td>not applicable</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Event Recording</td>
<td>Macro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inference Bear 1994</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Ev. Rec. and Snapshots</td>
<td>Script</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

a. Metamouse additionally reduces the search space by only considering touch relations.
b. Note that only Druid’s demonstrational component is discussed here but not its rule-based design assistant.
c. Chimera also uses a variety of other techniques to reduce the solution cost of a demonstration.
d. A feedback window is displayed; the designer can change aspects of the behavior but does not have to.
THE DESIGN ENVIRONMENT

Figure 1 shows an overview of our design environment. The upper three windows with the dark background are the control panels of its main components.

The left-hand control panel belongs to the *interface builder* we are using [6]. It allows to open toolboxes and user interface designs. Two such toolboxes are shown on the left (mislabelled “Adapter”). The current user interface design is shown in the middle of the figure (labelled “Design Mode”). In this example, the design consists of two buttons \(a\) and \(b\) which are connected by line \(\text{line}\).

The middle control panel belongs to *UIDE*, the User Interface Design Environment [3]. In the context of this paper, it suffices to know that it lets you open the two text editors shown to the right and that it can switch the current design to run mode by reading and executing their specifications. We will ignore the “Application Model” editor in this paper. The “Interface Model” editor specifies the behavior of the interface design at run time. In Figure 1, it specifies how the line between \(a\) and \(b\) changes when \(b\) is moved.

Finally, the right-hand control panel provides the interface to advanced *tools* that the designer can use in this environment. The “Interview Tool” helps the designer fill in the textual specifications by asking questions based on the current user interface layout. It is described in [4] and will not be further discussed here. The “Inference Bear” is the tool we are concerned with - it lets designers describe the behavior of the user interface by demonstration. For example, it can infer the specification shown in the Interface Model editor of Figure 1.

INFERENCE BEAR

Figure 2 shows the control panel that appears when the user clicks on the “Inference Bear” button in the “Tools” window.

Giving one example consists of working through the four iconic buttons from left to right. The designer first sets up for the “Before Snapshot” by editing the current design (using the interface builder). She then clicks the “Before snapshot” button to tell the system that she is done.

The next step is to tell the system to what kind of event the behavior should be attached to. This is done by first clicking the “Start Recording” button which switches the interface builder to event recording mode. The designer then causes an event in the current interface design, such as a “move”, “click” or “resize” event. She then clicks the “Stop Recording” button which switches the interface builder back into the standard editing mode.

The final step is to tell the system what should happen if the interface is in the state given by the Before snapshot and this event occurs. This is done by bringing the user interface de-
sign to the state it should go to, and by pressing the “After Snapshot” button to let the system know that one is done.

The system now responds by running the inference engine [5] on this example. The designer then tests if the inferred behavior is the one she had in mind by either reading the inferred specification or by going to Run mode and testing it interactively. If it is acceptable, she clicks “OK” in Inference Bear’s control panel which causes the inferred behavior to become part of the overall Interface Model.

If it is not what she had in mind, she proceeds by giving another example in the manner described above. The inference engine is then called using the old examples plus the new one. The designer now again chooses if she is satisfied with the new behavior or wants to give more examples.

**EXAMPLE 1: A COMPLETE INTRODUCTORY EXAMPLE**

Let us explain this dialog between the designer and Inference Bear with a simple example. Assume the designer has created a user interface layout consisting of a window containing a single button. The behavior to be inferred is that the button moves one button length to the right every time it is clicked on.

She then calls the Inference Bear and provides a first example which consists of the Before and After snapshot shown in Figure 3. The recorded event is a click on the button.

The system responds by showing the script in Figure 4.¹

Inference Bear’s initial conjecture here is that the button moves to the absolute position shown in the After snapshot. The designer thus has to give another example that contradicts the solution that Inference Bear has found (but which does not contradict the behavior she wants to specify). Such an example is shown in Figure 5. It is identical to the first example besides showing the button at a different position.

Inference Bear responds by refining the inference as shown in Figure 6. It has now inferred that the new button position is relative to the original position.

However, it moves the button by a fixed amount of pixels rather then by one button length. The designer supplies another example (Figure 7) which uses a different button width than the previous examples.

Figure 8 shows the final inference.

---

¹ Keep in mind that the designer does not have to be able to read this specification in order to use Inference Bear - she can also test the inferred behavior interactively. We use the textual version here to communicate the inferred behavior because there is no good way of mapping the interactive testing to paper.
EXAMPLE 2: COLORS

In the simplest case, the demonstrated behavior consists of setting attribute values to constants. A single example suffices to specify this behavior. For example, the designer can demonstrate that clicking on a button changes color of the background window as in Figure 9.

This is done through two demonstrations. In the first demonstration, the user takes a Before snapshot where the background color is anything but blue, clicks on the “Blue Background” button and takes an After snapshot where the color is blue. The inferred script is shown below.

```plaintext
on blue_button.PRESSED() {
    SXWorkArea.background := "blue"
}
```

The behavior for the “Green Background” button can be defined in the same way. Alternatively, it is also possible to simply copy the script for the “Blue Background” button in the text editor and to modify it, which avoids having to give a similar demonstration twice.

EXAMPLE 3: ADJUSTING A LINE

The name of “before” and “after” snapshots may suggest that the technique would not be appropriate for describing what happens “in-between”. However, this can be addressed by letting the designer control the granularity of the events that behavior is attached to.

Inference Bear lets the user indicate if the demonstrated behavior should be asserted after every move event or after the final move event using a check box.1 These options are available after clicking the “More” button of Inference Bear’s main control panel (Figure 2).

Let us define how a connections behave when the elements they are connected to are moved. This can be done using two examples as shown in Figure 10. The triggering event is a move event of B.

The inferred script is shown below. This example is simplified - it assumes that elements A and B have negligible height and width. Inference Bear can also make the line position dependent on the height and width of an object (such as “L4 .y := y + 1/2*B.height”) but more than two examples would be needed in that case. Inference Bear needs at least \( n \) examples to infer an assignment which has \( n \) variables in its right-hand side (a constant offset counts as one variable). This is because Inference Bear does not use domain knowledge in its inferencing but rather solves sets of equations.

1. The same approach was taken in Lapidary [10].
if B.moved(Integer x, Integer y) {
    L2.x := 1/2*A.x + 1/2*x
    L3.x := 1/2*A.x + 1/2*x
    L3.y := y
    L4.x := x
    L4.y := y
}

This particular example may suggest that we would be better off using one-way constraints as the basis of Inference Bear because we have only captured what happens when B is moved (nothing would happen if A is moved). With our event-driven assignments, the same behavior must be demonstrated when A is moved while constraints could describe how the connections resize if either is moved. However, one-way constraints cannot adequately describe other functionality such as incrementing and run-time creation and deletion of elements.

**EXAMPLE 4: ALIGNING**

The intended behavior in this example is that the left sides of B and C aligned to the left side of A. The demonstration consists of two examples as illustrated in Figure 11.

if A.pressed() {
    B.x := A.x
    C.x := A.x
}

Inference Bear can also infer aligning left-hand sides (B.x := A.x + A.width-B.width) and aligning centers (B.x := A.x+1/2*A.width-1/2*B.width), which require more examples.

**EXAMPLE 5: DRAGGING FROM A PALETTE**

Many applications let users create new elements by dragging prototypical elements from palettes. We handle this case by using palettes of actual objects which are in effect copied when they are moved on the canvas.

The demonstration consists of two examples. The first example shows a snapshot of an empty canvas. The trigger event is a drag event of a palette element onto the canvas. The After snapshot shows that a new element n has been created at that position and that the palette object p returns to its original position which is (20,40) for this example. The second example is identical to the first one besides using a different position for the newly created object.

Inference Bear first finds a prototype by looking for the most similar object for n which is p. It then computes the attributes for n which are different from p. The only difference is the position here..

if p.placed(Integer x, Integer y) {
    object n := p.copy()
    n.x := x
    n.y := y
    p.x := 20
    p.y := 40
}

Inference Bear lets users demonstrate many flavors of creating elements by dragging from a palette. The drawback is that the palette object itself is dragged onto the canvas and reappears at its original position only when the mouse is released which can irritate users.

**EXAMPLE 6: PARAMETERIZED OBJECT CREATION**

This is another example of creating new objects. Clicking on the “New Clock” button b creates a new clock object in the canvas. Its initial position and background color are to be taken from input fields X, Y and Color as illustrated in Figure 12. (No claims are made that this is a good interface, of course, we use it for illustration only here.)

The demonstration consists of two examples which each show that a new object is part of the After snapshot but with a different position and color. The position and color match the contents of the fields.

There is no suitable prototype object for the new object here so that Inference Bear automatically creates one. This is done by permanently copying the new object to the upper left corner of the canvas and making it invisible. This newly created object is named p below.

if b.pressed() {
    object n := p.copy()
    n.visible := true
    n.x := xfield.content
    n.y := yfield.content
    n.background = colorfield.content
}

Figure 12. Parameterized Object Creation Example
The visibility attribute is set because the prototype object is invisible in this example as opposed to the prototype object in Example 5.

INFERENCE BEAR ANATOMY

As mentioned earlier, Inference Bear uses the demonstrational engine described in [5]. The most notable characteristic of this engine is that it does not contain domain knowledge. We do not want to explain the inferencing process here but will only describe the user-visible effects of using a domain-independent engine.

The most visible effect is that Inference Bear is “conservative” in its inferences - all its inferences are based on correlating variables in a thorough manner. If there is only a single example, e.g. the one in Figure 3, the system will not attempt to guess a relationship to other variables. It will rather choose the simplest possible solution which solves the demonstration, (an assignment from a constant). Only when the second example makes this solution invalid (Figure 5) does Inference Bear search for a more complex relationship.

A related effect is that users have to give more examples than they would have to if they were using a rule-based system. These systems can usually guess relationships from a single example (assuming, of course, that the system has a rule for e.g. moving a button one button length to its right, and that it fires correctly). However, we feel that the inconvenience of sometimes giving more examples is normally offset by the higher generality of the inference engine.

Another effect introduced by using the inference engine of [5] is that a variable has to be changed in a demonstration before the inference engine attempts to use it in its inferences. This is exemplified in the inference of Figure 6 - the width of the button has never been changed at this point. It takes an example with a different button width to make the intended inference because the inference engine’s vision is based on motion. (Another demonstrational system bases its vision on proximity [8].) This is often puzzling to novice users. However, once they learn how to use the inference mechanism they can use it in a wide range of situations.

USABILITY TESTING

Observing actual users is the litmus test of any demonstrational system. We have informally tested Inference Bear in usability studies. Subjects were given the task of designing examples similar to the ones presented in this paper. They were not given any instructions or assistance other than starting up Inference Bear for them. Most subjects were members of the Graphics, Visualization and Usability Center so that they represent a technical audience. No coherent testing has been done on non-technical subjects. There were a dozen subjects which used the system for about an hour and about five dozen which have used it for about ten minutes.

The testing was not thorough enough to draw statistically significant conclusions but we will present some observations.

• The first observation is that demonstrational systems are potentially, but in no way inherently, easy to use. It took many, often seemingly small, refinements to the user interface until we achieved the performance described below.
• It takes about fifteen minutes to complete the task that specifies how the two buttons change the window color. (More of this time is spent figuring out how to use the interface builder rather than the demonstrational methodology.)
• Users had surprisingly little trouble with demonstrations involving a single example. Demonstrations involving the creation or deletion objects do not seem to be more difficult than others.
• Demonstrations involving two examples seem to be significantly more difficult for users to understand. It takes about fifteen more minutes to do the “moving button” task. All of these fifteen minutes were spend trying to understand how to give the demonstration.
• As explained earlier, Inference Bear eliminates attributes which remain constant across Before snapshots from consideration as parameters. Many subjects were initially puzzled that the Bear would solve their demonstrations using constants (80 pixels) rather than the attribute they meant (the width of the button) when they did not change the width in the examples (“do what I mean!”).

LIMITATIONS

Many limitations have already been discussed, such as Inference Bear’s current inability to deal with general sets of objects (sets which vary at run time) and the problem of too much user involvement in designating where to attach inferred functionality.

Another problem with Inference Bear, as with most other demonstrational systems, is that users have to edit text directly to combine the functionality of single demonstrations (for non-trivial designs). Thus, they cannot build a complete, substantial user interface design exclusively by demonstration.

CONCLUSION

Inference Bear uses an existing user interface builder and an existing, domain independent inference engine. In this way, we could build it in less than a month, and it contains only about 1500 lines of C++ code.

We feel that Inference Bear shows that it is possible to build an easy-to-use demonstrational system without coupling its inferencing tightly to its domain. Avoiding domain-dependence in this way allows several demonstrational systems to share a common inference engine.
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